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Rowling, J.K.
SINOPSIS

'One of the greatest literary adventures of
modern times' - Sunday Telegraph'Teachers
say a chapter can silence the most rowdy of
classes' - Guardian'That rare thing, a series
of stories adored by parents and children
alike' - Daily
Telegraph_______________Celebrate 25
years of Harry Potter's spellbinding
adventures with this magical hardback
boxed set of J.K. Rowling's classic
seriesEscape to Hogwarts with the
unmissable series that has sparked a
lifelong reading journey for children and
families all over the world!Harry Potter has
never even heard of Hogwarts when letters
start dropping on the doormat at number
four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on
yellowish parchment with a purple seal, they
are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and
uncle.

Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great
beetle-eyed giant of a man called Rubeus
Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing
news - Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has
a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry. The magic starts here ...
These irresistible hardback editions,
presented in a gorgeous slipcase featuring
Hogwarts, are the essential Harry Potter.

A must have for every child at the start of
the most magical reading adventure. These
books are to be treasured and read time
and time again, as readers lose themselves
in the greatest children's story of all time....
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H P 2: the Chamber
of
Secrets(Unabridged
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Edition) 
Rowling, J.K.
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Rowling, J.K.
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